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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Santiago Salazar C. has contributed to the dictionary with 29 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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admision justa
When in an international or national justice organization that applies the law without being corrupted and observes that a
victim of different tyrants makes the request for justice and reparation in an integral way for the rights violated by
dictators and that organization fulfills its role and receives that request for treatment and to give justice, it is said that
there has been a fair admission

atraccion intelectual
It is said of a person, for example an intelligent woman who draws attention to a moderately intelligent man or not that
there has been an intellectual attraction that is more for the brain and reasoning than with the heart, that is, unlike the
physical attraction that can often be superficial in this case that person really is interesting and if he also has physical
attributes it would be a total attraction,   almost fatal Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be reasoning
admiration, cerebral admiration

ángel virtuoso
It applies to every being of light that enters a virtuous circle of growth, that illuminates, makes others happy without
necessarily being a superhuman or otherworldly entity, honest, hardworking, capable person, who is not arrogant.

caerse de mojino
It refers to a person who is hypocritical and becomes good by being bad or the faithful by being unfaithful.

carata magna
There really is no such meaning, they refer to Magna Carta which is the Political Constitution of any State.

coludos
In Ecuador it is said in a derogatory way coludos to those who being of a respectable ethnic group that wear long hair
and keep it in the form of a tail the males too, that is a word that should not be said and should disappear from the
dictionary of the Spanish language, it is not used at all in relation to the back where the back loses its name and also
even in that case it would be misused

dar sustento
Giving sustenance is all that committed fathers and mothers of families make to maintain day by day with dignity to their
children but they are also the elements that make a person can sustain a thesis

de donde diantres
It means where they found this person, thing, or situation Some synonyms, words, or similar expressions may be from
which party, where they found it.

delitos contra la vida
They are all those crimes that affect the human being in its integrality, either properly against life itself or against the
things that allow it to develop such as health, work, education, good name, etc. 

enjarró
It is said enjarró when a player, mainly football puts his hands and arms on the waist in the form of a jug, that is said
enjarrar



expulgar
This term is used when you start investigating a person to the last

foto estudio
It is the place where a photographer took personal or individual photos, family, either in black and white or color,
passport size, etc.  , with the advent of cell phones has decreased their work but their professionalism can make them
technify and can give a good service for their skills as photographers

hifas aereas
Aerial hyphae are long, filamentous branches that are in the air and are found in fungi and actinobacteria.

ires y venires
In the evolution of people and their circumstances, people flow and are between comings and goings, that is, going and
returning, freely towards their home, towards other countries in a framework of freedom.

japi
It is the way in which we have tried to Spanishize the word happy in English, those who do speak Spanglish since in
Spanish we do have the meaning

megacelebración
When a celebration reaches borders of greatness they usually say that it is a megacelebration

mercado libre
Physical or virtual space in which transactions are made between those who want to freely sell or buy goods or
products, precisely in a framework of freedom without over-regulation.

nanocámara
Refers to one of the tiny, almost imperceptible cameras used to take photos.

país fracasado
It is often said that of a country that economists call "unviable" but that should not be used for any case because a
country never fails but its governments, unfortunately many times voters are not to blame for the bad things they do who
elect although there would be some co-responsibility, however there is usually fraud and therefore with less reason the
voters are to blame,   countries do not fail but their senior leaders leading their peoples to failure, case of some South
American countries that were previously successful and now struggle in the most ignominious poverty fruit of the
erroneous policies of those who want to adapt reality to their theories that everywhere have proven to be wrong Some
synonyms ,   Similar words or expressions can be unviable country , backward country , underdeveloped country

postmenopausica
It is the stage in which a woman who has finished her menstrual cycles is

salsoteca
Place or disco where you dance exclusively or mainly salsa although there may be other tropical rhythms such as
merengue, bachata, etc. 



seguridad alimentaria
Sufficient and timely delivery of the food resource in quantity and quality but does not involve control of the resource as
is the case with food sovereignty where the consumer and the producer do have control over them Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be food security, food sovereignty, food sovereignty

síntesis química
Process by which some elements that were previously separated can be joined and do so in the minimum possible way,
chemically speaking, unlike the analysis that separates said substance into its constituent parts. Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be thesis, antithesis and new synthesis

sobre tablas
What happens in a performance on the stage just, in sport would be what happened on the court stays on the court, for
the theater would be what was or happened on boards stays on the boards

sumida
It is said to be when a thing or substance is submerged in water, etc.  , but also when a person is absorbed thinking
about something perhaps profound.

tener rabo de paja
In Ecuador this term is used to indicate that a person who pontificates for something is not necessarily the most qualified
to do so because he has made some gross mistake.

usted no sabe quien soy yo
It is a very common expression used by arrogant people who believe they are more than the rest and who believe they
have some "crown" to treat the rest badly, in the end who they are addressing surely is not interested in the power or
money that person has and normally the most appropriate response they give is "it is true,   I don't know who you are,
but I do know who I am.  . "Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be I am the maximum, no one like me, 

vid silvestre
It refers to the so-called mountain grape tree, Pouruma sp. 

vigorizante
This word applies to any product that generates vigor or energy in the person who consumes it.


